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MATLAB Features
MATLAB: Matrix Laboratory

Process everything based on Matrix (array of numbers)
M th d C t tiMath and Computation

Linear System Solve, Eigenvalue, Matrix Manipulation, etc.
Integration, Root finding, Optimization (Minimization), etc.

Graphics and Visualization
2D Graphics: XY, Contour; 3D Graphics: Surface, Mesh
Lighting and MovieLighting and Movie

Programming
Simple FORTRAN or C typing programming with No Need for Explicit 
Variable Declarations (No consideration on memory usage)Variable Declarations (No consideration on memory usage)

Data Analysis
Statistical Analysis

and a Lot More…
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MATLAB Screen

File Management

VariablesVariables

I t ti Wi dInteractive Window
Command History
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Entering Data and Basic Manipulation

Semicolon or ‘next line’ for row 
separation

diag produces 
column vector

Transpose Element Operationp
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Colon Operator

IncrementIncrement

“:” alone in matrix element specification alone entire column or row
A( 4) 4th l f A A(2 ) 2 d t
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A(:,4) – 4th column of A ,    A(2,:) – 2nd row vector



Operators

X=A\b solves Ax=b 
where A is a Matrixwhere A is a Matrix 
and b is a column 

vector

Element ise OperationElement-wise Operation
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Convenient Matrix Generation

eye(n) – for nxn identity matrix
diag(v) – for diagonal matrix 

who’s elements are given in 
vector v of dimension nvector v of dimension n
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Block Matrices

scalar 16 added to all elementsscalar 16 added to all elements
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Basic Internal Functions

diag(A) - vector consisting of diagonal elements of Matrix A
tril(A) - lower triangular matrix of Atril(A) - lower triangular matrix of A
triu(A) - upper triangular matrix of A
inv(A) - inverse matrix of A( )
det(A) - determinant of A
size(A) - size of A, e.g mxn
rank(A) - rank of A
rref(A) - reduced row echelon form of A
l th( ) di i f tlength(v) - dimension of vector v
[V,D]=eig(A) - eigenvector (V) and eigenvalues (D) of A
[L U]=lu(A) - L U Factors of A obtained after Gaussian Eli[L,U]=lu(A) - L, U Factors of A obtained after Gaussian Eli.
whos - list all the current variables in memory 
clear A B C - remove A B C
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Flow Control

<= : less than or equal
~= : not equal

Conditional

~=  : not equal
&  : and
|   : or
~  :not

LoopLoop

exit out of a loop
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Input/Output Syntax

Use Semicolon to suppress screen display of result!Use Semicolon to suppress screen display of result!

Continuation on next line

Save and Load
save magic.dat A B x yg y
load magic.dat 

Formatted File I/O

Formart Specifieres
%10.3f : floating point with 3 digits after decimal
%10d  :  integer with a width of 10 colums
%15.3e: exponetial

fin=fopen('ri.inp','r');
yref=zeros(nbg,ntemp)

Formatted File I/O

fout=fopen('ri.out','w');
for ibg=1:nbgy ( g, p)

for ibg=1:nbg
xbg(ibg)=fscanf(fin,'%g',1);
yref(ibg,:)=fscanf(fin,'%g',ntemp);

fprinft(fout,'%d %g\n',ibg,yref(ibg));
end
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Output Display Patterns

G iGeneric 
Format

Rational Number
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2D Graph
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2D Graphs
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3-D Plots
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Graphs with Light
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M-file and Function Files

M-file
Script file containing series of commands having extension 
“.m”
Use “%” to put comments for descriptive program

Function FileFunction File
A file to define a function

function [ri,phi]=risg(nw,x,w,xbg)
ri=zeros(size(xbg,1),1);
f i 1for iw=1:nw
phi=xbg./(x(iw)+xbg);
ri=ri+x(iw)*phi*w(iw);ri=ri+x(iw) phi w(iw);

end
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Basic Functions
help 
matlab\general       - General purpose commands.
matlab\elmat         - Elementary matrices and matrix 

manipulation.
matlab\elfun         - Elementary math functions.
matlab\specfun       - Specialized math functions.

\

matlab\elmat         - Elementary matrices and matrix 
manipulation.

Elementary matrices.
zeros       - Zeros array.
ones        - Ones array.
eye         - Identity matrix.

matlab\matfun        - Matrix functions - numerical linear 
algebra.

matlab\datafun       - Data analysis and Fourier transforms.
matlab\polyfun       - Interpolation and polynomials.
matlab\datafun       - Data analysis and Fourier 

transforms.solvers.
matlab\funfun        - Function functions and ODE solvers.

tl b\ f S t i

rand        - Uniformly distributed random numbers.
randn       - Normally distributed random numbers.

Basic array information.
size        - Size of array.
length      - Length of vector.
ndims       - Number of dimensions.

matlab\sparfun       - Sparse matrices.
matlab\graph2d       - Two dimensional graphs.
matlab\graph3d       - Three dimensional graphs.
matlab\timefun         - File input and output.
matlab\iofun         - File input and output.
matlab\demos         - Examples and demonstrations.

disp        - Display matrix or text.

Matrix manipulation.
cat         - Concatenate arrays.
reshape     - Change size.
diag        - Diagonal matrices and diagonals of matrix.
tril - Extract lower triangular part

matlab\general       - General purpose commands.
Managing the workspace.
who           - List current variables.
whos          - List current variables, long form. 
clear         - Clear variables and functions from memory.
load          - Load workspace variables from disk.
save - Save workspace variables to disk.

tril        Extract lower triangular part.
triu        - Extract upper triangular part.
find        - Find indices of nonzero elements.

save          Save workspace variables to disk. 

Operating system commands.
cd            - Change current working directory.
pwd           - Show (print) current working directory.
ls            - List directory.
!             - Execute operating system command (see PUNCT).    
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Basic Functions
matlab\elfun         - Elementary math functions.
Trigonometric.
sin         - Sine.
sinh        - Hyperbolic sine.
cosd        - Cosine of argument in degrees.

matlab\matfun        - Matrix functions - numerical 
linear algebra.

Matrix analysis.
norm        - Matrix or vector norm.
rank        - Matrix rank.g g

cosh        - Hyperbolic cosine.
acos        - Inverse cosine.
acoth       - Inverse hyperbolic cotangent.

Exponential.

det         - Determinant.
trace       - Sum of diagonal elements.
rref        - Reduced row echelon form.

Linear equations.
\ and / Linear equation solution; use "helpexp         - Exponential.

log         - Natural logarithm.
log10       - Common (base 10) logarithm.
sqrt        - Square root.
nthroot     - Real n-th root of real numbers.

\ and /     - Linear equation solution; use "help 
slash".
inv         - Matrix inverse.
cond        - Condition number with respect to 
inversion.
lu          - LU factorization.

Rounding and remainder.
fix         - Round towards zero.
floor       - Round towards minus infinity.
ceil        - Round towards plus infinity.
round       - Round towards nearest integer.

Eigenvalues and singular values.
eig         - Eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
poly        - Characteristic polynomial.

matlab\datafun - Data analysis and Fourier
mod         - Modulus (signed remainder after 
division).
rem         - Remainder after division.
sign        - Signum.

matlab\datafun       - Data analysis and Fourier 
transforms.

Basic operations.
max         - Largest component.
min         - Smallest component.
mean        - Average or mean value.
std         - Standard deviation.
var         - Variance.
sort        - Sort in ascending order. 
sum         - Sum of elements.
prod        - Product of elements.
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Basic Functions
matlab\funfun  - Function functions and ODE solvers.
Optimization and root finding.
fminsearch - Multidimensional unconstrained nonlinear 
minimization, 

by Nelder-Mead direct search method.

matlab\graph2d       - Two dimensional graphs.
Elementary X-Y graphs.
plot      - Linear plot.
loglog    - Log-log scale plot.

y
fzero      - Scalar nonlinear zero finding. 

Numerical integration (quadrature).
quad       - Numerically evaluate integral, low order 
method.

semilogx  - Semi-log scale plot.
semilogy  - Semi-log scale plot.

Axis control.
axis       - Control axis scaling and appearance.

quadl      - Numerically evaluate integral, higher 
order method.

matlab\sparfun       - Sparse matrices.
Full to sparse conversion.
sparse - Create sparse matrix

grid       - Grid lines.
box        - Axis box.
subplot    - Create axes in tiled positions.

Graph annotationsparse      Create sparse matrix.
full        - Convert sparse matrix to full matrix.
find        - Find indices of nonzero elements.
spy         - Visualize sparsity pattern.

Graph annotation.
title     - Graph title.
xlabel    - X-axis label.
ylabel    - Y-axis label. 
text      - Text annotation.

l i hgtext     - Place text with mouse.

Hardcopy and printing.
print      - Print graph or Simulink system; or 
save graph to M-file.
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Basic Functions
matlab\graph3d       - Three dimensional 

graphs.
plot3      - Plot lines and points in 3-
D space.
mesh 3 D mesh surface

matlab\iofun         - File input and 
output.

File opening and closing.
f O filmesh       - 3-D mesh surface.

surf       - 3-D colored surface.
fill3      - Filled 3-D polygons.

Color control.

fopen         - Open file.
fclose        - Close file.

Binary file I/O.
fread - Read binary data from

colormap   - Color look-up table.
caxis      - Pseudocolor axis scaling.

Lighting.
s rfl 3 D shaded s rface ith

fread         Read binary data from 
file.
fwrite        - Write binary data to 
file.

matlab\timefun - Time and datessurfl      - 3-D shaded surface with 
lighting.
lighting   - Lighting mode.

Viewpoint control.

matlab\timefun       Time and dates. 
Current date and time.

now         - Current date and time as 
date number.
date        - Current date as date 
stringview       - 3-D graph viewpoint 

specification.
rotate3d   - Interactively rotate view 
of 3-D plot.

string.
clock       - Current date and time as 
date vector.

Timing functions.

Hardcopy and printing.
vrml       - Save graphics to VRML 2.0 
file.

cputime     - CPU time in seconds.
etime       - Elapsed time.
pause       - Wait in seconds.
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